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(54) Title: ROTARY DRAG BIT AND METHODS THEREFOR

(57) Abstract: A rotary drag bit includes a

bit body having a face and an axis, a plurality

o f blades extending radially and longitudinally

outward from the face, and a t least one split

cutter set. The split cutter set includes a

plurality of cutters, where a t least two of the

cutters are primary and 'or kerfing cutters

located on different blades of the plurality o f

blades. The pair o f primary and/or kerfing

cutters o f the split cutter set may b e located

substantially the same radial distance from a

center line, o r axis o f rotation, o f the bit and

located a t substantially the same longitude,

o r elevation, on the bit a s one another, o r

follow substantially the same rotational or

helical cutting path a s each other. In addition,

a t least one backup cutter may b e located

substantially the same radial distance from a

center line, o r axis o f rotation, o f the bit and

located a t substantially the same longitude,

o r elevation, on the bit a s one or both primary

and/or kerfing cutters, o r follow substantially

the same rotational or helical path a s one or

both o f the primary and/or kerfing cutters. The

cutters o f a split cutter set may b e configured

and oriented to provide improved bit life

and reduced stress upon the cutters. Other

embodiments o f rotary drag bits are also

provided, including methods therefor.
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AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 04 September 2008 (04.09.2008)

What is claimed is:

1. (Amended) A rotary drag bit (810), characterized in that :

a bit body with a face and an axis (C/L) ;

a plurality of blades (83 1,83 1',832'832',833,833') extending radially outward over the

face, each blade having a cone region (160), nose region (162), flank region (163),

shoulder region (164), and gage region (165); and

at least one split cutter set (820) comprising a plurality of polycrystalline diamond

compact cutters (814) located on one of the nose region (162), the flank region

(163), and the shoulder region (164) at a radius from the axis (C/L), at least two

cutters (814) of the plurality of cutters being primary cutters located on different

blades of the plurality of blades (831,831',832'832',833,833') to substantially

traverse a common cutting path upon rotation of the bit body about the axis (C/L),

each cutter of the plurality of cutters (814) includes a cutting surface protruding at

least partially from one blade of the plurality of blades

(831,83r,832'832%833,833') configured to conditionally engage a formation

upon movement along the cutting path, the split cutter set (820) including at least

one backup cutter (24) located at the radius from the axis (C/L) having a cutting

surface protruding at least partially from one of the plurality of blades

(831,831',832'832',833,833') located to substantially traverse the common cutting

path upon rotation of the bit body about the axis (C/L) configured to selectively

engage a formation upon movement along the cutting path, a primary cutter and a

backup cutter of the split cutter set located on the same blade of the plurality of

blades (831,831',832'832',833,833').

2. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1, wherein the plurality of

blades (831,831',832'832',833,833') comprises at least one primary blade (831) and at

least one secondary blade (831').

3. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) comprises at least one of an opposing kerfing and backup cutter set
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(23, 24,25,26), a trailing kerfing (821) and leading backup cutter set (822), an opposing

kerfing and leading backup cutter set (23,24,25,26), a trailing kerfing and trailing backup

cutter set (23,24,25,26), and an opposing kerfing and trailing backup cutter set

(23,24,25,26).

4. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1, wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) is configured with at least one cutter of the at least two cutters

rotationally trailing another cutter of the at least two cutters.

5. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1, wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) is configured with at least one cutter of the at least two cutters

rotationally opposing another cutter of the at least two cutters.

7. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) comprises a plurality of backup cutters, at least one backup cutter (24)

of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally trail a corresponding primary

cutter (23), and at least another backup cutter (26) of the plurality of backup cutters

configured to rotationally trail another corresponding primary cutter (25).

8. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 , wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) comprises a plurality of backup cutters, at least one backup cutter (24)

of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally oppose a corresponding

primary cutter (23), and at least another backup cutter (26) of the plurality of backup

cutters configured to rotationally oppose another corresponding primary cutter (25).

9. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 , wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) comprises a plurality of backup cutters, at least one backup cutter (24)

of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally lead a corresponding primary

cutter (23), and at least another backup cutter (26) of the plurality of backup cutters

configured to rotationally lead another corresponding primary cutter (25).

10. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810 of claim 1 , wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) protrudes at least partially from one of the plurality of blades



(83 1,83 1',832' 832',833,833 ') rotationally trailing, opposing, or leading another of the

plurality of blades (831,831',832'832',833,833') comprising at least one of the primary

cutters of the split cutter set (820).

11 (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 , wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) is underexposed relative to either of the primary cutters of the split

cutter set (820).

12. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1, wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) comprises a plurality of primary cutters and a plurality of backup

cutters, at least one backup cutter (24) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to

rotationally trail a first corresponding primary cutter (23), and at least another backup

cutter (26) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally trail a second

corresponding primary cutter (25).

13. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 12 wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) is located on different blade from the first corresponding primary cutter

(23), and the at least another backup cutter (26) is located on different blade from the

second corresponding primary cutter (25).

14. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1 wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) comprises a plurality of primary cutters and a plurality of backup

cutters, at least one backup cutter (24) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to

rotationally oppose a first corresponding primary cutter (23), and at least another backup

cutter (26) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally oppose a second

corresponding primary cutter (25).

15. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 14, wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) is located on different blade from the first corresponding primary cutter

(23), and the at least another backup cutter (26) is located on different blade from the

second corresponding primary cutter (25).
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16. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 1, wherein the at least one

split cutter set (820) comprises a plurality of primary cutters and a plurality of backup

cutters, at least one backup cutter (24) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to

rotationally follow a first corresponding primary cutter (23), and at least another backup

cutter (26) of the plurality of backup cutters configured to rotationally follow a second

corresponding primary cutter (25), the first corresponding primary cutter (23) configured

to rotationally trail the second corresponding primary cutter (25).

17. (Amended) The rotary drag bit (810) of claim 16, wherein the at least one

backup cutter (24) is located on the same blade as the at least another backup cutter (26)

and located on different blade from the first corresponding primary cutter (23), and the at

least another backup cutter (26) is located on different blade from the second

corresponding primary cutter (25).

19. (Amended) A method ofdesigning a rotary drag bit (810), comprising:

configuring a bit body having a face and an axis (C/L), and a plurality of blades

(831,831',832'832',833,833') extending radially outward over the face; and

configuring at least one split cutter set (820) comprising a plurality of cutters on the

plurality of blades (831,831',832'832 ,833,833'), at least two cutters of the

plurality of cutters located on different blades of the plurality of blades

(831,831',832'832',833,833'), each cutter of the plurality of cutters includes a

cutting surface protruding at least partially from one of the plurality of blades

(83 1,83 1',832' 832',833,833') and located to substantially traverse a common

cutting path upon rotation of the bit body about the axis, and configured to engage

a formation upon movement along the cutting path, wherein configuring the at

least one split cutter set (820) comprises configuring at least one of an opposing

kerfing and backup cutter set (23,24,25,26), a trailing kerfing (821) and leading

backup cutter set (822), an opposing kerfing and leading backup cutter set

(23,24,25,26), a trailing kerfing and trailing backup cutter set (23,24,25,26), and an

opposing kerfing and trailing backup cutter set (23,24,25 ,26) .
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19(1)

Applicant has amended claims 1 through 5, 7 through 17, and 19. The amendments have no
impact on the description and the drawings. The amendments to claim 1 include the subject
matter of dependent claim 6 and recite among other things a rotary drag bit having
polycrystalline diamond compact cutters forming a split cutter set located at one of the nose
region, the flank region, and the shoulder region of the bit, the split cutter set having two
primary cutters on different blades at a radius of the bit and having a backup cutter at the
radius of the bit on the same blade as one of the primary cutters while independent claim 19
has been amended to include the subject matter of dependent claim 20 in a similar manner to
claim 1.
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